Full Access.
More Storage.
Better Value.

Full Access

FULL ACCESS. BETTER VALUE.
At a quick glance, all cabinets look pretty much the same. We invite you to take a closer look. Compare UltraCraft
full-access construction to typical face-frame cabinetry and see the value. Ask your Designer for more details.
TYPICAL FACE FRAME CABINET

FEATURE

ULTRACRAFT FULL-ACCESS CABINET

Check the competition. Not many
manufacturers offer such a selection.

DESIGN STYLES



Not many manufacturers modify
a cabinet at no charge.

MODIFICATIONS



PREMIUM FINISHES



STORAGE SPACE



EASY CLEANING



Many manufacturers offer full-access
styling, but few achieve our tight
tolerances. Most have 1/4˝- or 3/8˝-thick
back panels limiting placement of
installation screws.

FULL ACCESS



Many manufacturers offer similar drawer
systems, but few offer integral soft close
hinges standard.

HARDWARE



The sides and floors of most cabinets are
not flush, unless you pay for an upgrade.
Even then you have a seam.

BETTER FLUSH



Check the manufacturer,
some charge extra.

FINISHED ENDS



LOW SHEEN



Many manufacturers use paper or vinyl
which can peel. Others use veneer, which is
neither scratch- or moisture-resistant and
can harbor bacteria. Most charge for finished
interiors on open cabinets.

INTERIOR



Most manufacturers leave raw board
materials on the backs of their cabinets
and even on the most-vulnerable bottoms
of base cabinets.

PROTECTION



EARTH GENTLE



AMERICAN MADE



WARRANTY



You might find a nice selection of
premium finishes, but none will match
our low prices.

The face frame uses up interior cabinet
space diminishing the purpose of a cabinet:
storage! Plus, most have skimpy, half-depth
shelves with limited adjustability.
Face frames create a lip around the
inside of the cabinet, center stiles are
in the way and both trap dirt and are
hard to clean around.

This is a rare, and usually expensive,
option found only on custom cabinetry.

Ask your designer for details. Some
environmentally-friendly manufacturers
are greener than others.

Check the competition.

Few match our warranty for 100 years. In
some states, a “lifetime” warranty is not
as long as you might think.

Check us out online at

www.ultracraft.com
Facebook, Houzz and Instagram.

Your dream kitchen can be traditional, contemporary or
anything in between. Choose from Wood, Deluxe Veneer,
UltraLux, Thermofoil, Textured Melamine, Eurotek, Stainless
Steel, Aluminum, or more.

Design freedom that’s easy on the budget. Custom
Modifications means more storage, fewer fillers and a more
balanced kitchen design. In most cases, we’ll modify a cabinet,
for no charge, up to the next standard-size cabinet.
Design Heaven! Stains, paints, glazes and special
combinations: Aged, Rubbed, Worn, Vintage, Heritage,
Linen and Sangria... at some of the lowest prices around.

Face frames take up space. Our cabinet interior is larger,
has fully-adjustable, full-depth shelves, and provides up
to 15% more interior storage space. And with no charge for
Custom Modifications you can use every inch of your space.
Save time with easy-to-clean Melamine interiors, standard
on both our All-Plywood and Engineered Furniture Core
cabinets. With no frame lip, cabinets wipe out easily. We only
use center supports on extra-wide cabinets.
Most designers agree, tighter tolerances mean a better
look. Our full-access construction, with true, full-overlay
styling, has some of the tightest tolerances in the industry
to create beautiful alignment. Full access construction also
includes solid, 5/8˝-thick back panels for easier installation.

No more slamming doors and drawers. Enjoy a quiet
kitchen experience with our full-extension Wood
Dovetail and Metal Drawers, and adjustable door hinges,
which have state-of-the-art soft close
action built in. Genuine Blum Hardware!
Better-looking designs always have flush sides and no
seams. It is the look of fine furniture. Ours are always flush
at no additional charge. Better yet, we have flush floors, too,
for easier cleaning.
When a cabinet side is visible, like at the end of
a run, it needs to be specially finished. We offer
this feature at no charge.

No extra charge for the optional, low-sheen
look of high-end furniture.

Our standard interiors are thermally-fused Melamine on
either Engineered Furniture Core or Plywood. Easy to
clean and moisture- and scratch-resistant. Glass and open
cabinets feature a no-charge, finished interior for a richer
appearance.

Protection against moisture means exposing as little
raw, unfinished surface material as possible – especially
on the backs and bottoms of cabinets. We also edgeband
these areas on all of our cabinets, even when you choose our
Plywood option!
UltraCraft is certified to the KCMA Environmental
Stewardship Program and complies with strict
CARB standards.

UltraCraft cabinetry is manufactured in Liberty,
North Carolina, in the heart of the country’s furniture
manufacturing industry, from domestically and globally
sourced components.

We warrant to the original purchaser that our
products will be free from manufacturer defects
for 100 years from the date of purchase. Beat that.

UltraCraft Advantages
 Hundreds of doors in every popular
material, finish and style from
traditional to ultra-modern
 Soft Close Drawers and Doors
 State-of-the-art Wood Dovetail and
Metal Drawer systems
 Free custom size modifications for
most cabinets*
 Designer stain colors and modern
Low Sheen finish at no upcharge
 Popular Premium paint, glaze,
linen and distressed finishes at low
upcharges
 Custom paint colors
 All-Plywood or Engineered Furniture
Core construction
 Full Access means more storage,
easy-to-clean, and precise alignment
 Full-depth, adjustable shelves
 Made in America from domestically
and globally sourced components
 100-year Warranty
*Ask your Dealer for details.

800.803.2315
www.ultracraft.com
©2018 UltraCraft. UltraCraft Cabinetry
is a Norcraft Companies brand. Norcraft
Companies is part of the MasterBrand
Cabinets Family.
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